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Core principles
❖ what did we miss in intro physics?

❖ why did we miss it? 

❖ what deep questions remain?

❖ what evidence do we have? 

❖ is the stuff beyond intro physics useful?  [yes]

❖ above all, favor understanding why over details at first



The scientific method
An iterative process used to construct laws of nature.

If the prediction is inaccurate you modify the hypothesis
Evidence and Observations are critical

If the predictions prove to be accurate test after test it is elevated to the status 
of a law or a theory.



To do this, construct models
•forming a hypothesis almost always involves developing a model
•a model is a simplified representation of some phenomenon. 



A question

❖ A hydrogen atom has a + proton and a - electron

❖ They should attract each other and combine, but instead 
remain some distance apart 

❖ The hydrogen atom has some measurable size

❖ Why? This shouldn’t work! What keeps it stable?
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An idea
❖ maybe the electron orbits the proton, like a planet?

❖ but then it is accelerating. accelerated charges radiate

❖ radiating means losing energy …

❖ … and this means a death spiral into the proton

❖ why did we not cover accelerated charges before?

❖ subtle - requires special relativity (or motivates it)

❖ so is this where light comes from? why do hot objects glow?
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Two big tasks
❖ Why can’t we handle accelerated charges with intro physics?

❖ fields propagate at the finite speed of light (c)

❖ propagation delays lead us to relativity and time-varying fields

❖ wiggle one charge, another wiggles back a little later

❖ how do E and B fields look to moving observers then? 

❖ this will lead us to radiation … and further problems 

❖ Why is matter stable at all?

❖ We need to invent quantum mechanics for this. Seriously. 

❖ Then: all sorts of new things we can use



Learning
❖ principles vs practice - first one, then the other

❖ first why and then how

❖ can you see the shape of the answer before calculating? 

❖ good strategies, and not so good strategies

❖ numbers are not your friend - symbolic solutions are

❖ your best and worst PH/Sci/Eng courses? why?

❖ how does this inform your strategy?



Solving problems

❖ Find, given?

❖ Sketch

❖ Relevant equations?

❖ Symbolic solution

❖ Numerical solution

❖ Double check? (dimensional analysis, reduce to known case, appeal to experiment, …)



official things

❖ Dr. Patrick LeClair

- pleclair@ua.edu  

- offices: 208 Gallalee (enter through 206)

- 205-348-3040 (office; direct)

- 857-891-4267 (cell; use wisely, txt ok)

❖ Office hours:

- MWF 1-2pm, TuTh 11am-12

❖ (many) other times by appointment



official things

Lecture:

❖  0009 Bevill, you found it
❖  MWF 11-11:50

- we’ll need most of this time to explain things

- will go over problems, but only so many

- a big part of learning is solving on your own … with help

❖  some notes provided (scanned or otherwise)
❖  no attendance policy, I will try to make it worth your time



What will we cover?
❖ Relativity

❖ Thermal radiation & Planck’s hypothesis; photons 

❖ Wave mechanics & matter waves

❖ Schrödinger’s equation 

❖ Atomic structure; quantum model of the atom

❖ multi-electron atoms & molecules

❖ periodic solids, band theory

❖ Spin, Fermi-Dirac statistics 

❖ applications, such as:

- semiconductors

- lasers

- magnetic resonance
we will adapt as necessary

feel free to suggest topics for “applications”



Grading and so forth

❖ homework (15%, drop single lowest)

❖ hour exams (three @ 15% each; 29 Jan, 21 Feb, 27 Mar)

❖ participation (10%)

- online using PackBack Questions 

❖ comprehensive final (30%)



Exam rules

❖ just to get this out of the way, from the syllabus:

Cellphones and other unapproved electronic devices must be turned completely off and placed 
with all other belongings on the floor. All watches must be put away.  Do not put your phone or watch 
in your lap or on your chair or desk.  Physically holding or concealing or otherwise using your cell 
phone, smart watch, or any other unapproved electronic device during the exam will be treated as 
academic misconduct.  

If for any reason you must have access to your phone during an exam, an instructor or proctor must 
be present while you handle it.  Failure to have an instructor or proctor present will be treated as 
academic misconduct.
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 Homework 

❖ assigned roughly weekly

❖ typical: assigned Friday, due following Friday (posted as a PDF on BlackBoard)

❖ turn in a hard copy or upload to BlackBoard (ideally as a single PDF)

❖ there are many of you, and HW grades are usually >90% for those who complete it

- also, we are aware of Chegg and the rest of the internet

- credible attempt for a problem, full credit

- no attempt, no credit

- I will post detailed solutions, and will give detailed feedback on request

❖ collaboration is fine; turn in your own work

❖ practice is critical to get the process right [carrot]

❖ HW problems I assign will show up on the exam [stick]



Participation

❖ online. I won’t make you talk unless you want to.

❖ (but feel free to stop me with questions)





Packback is an AI-supported 
online discussion platform 
that is a space to develop 
critical thinking, curiosity, 
and writing skills.

“In past classes where 
Packback wasn’t used, I 
wasn’t all that interested in 
the material. I just did what 
I had to do to pass the 
class. I didn’t think I’d care 
about a GenEd ever before 
Packback.”

Student Feedback
Spring 2019 Student Feedback Survey



The Impact

Critical Questioning skills are essential 
to college and post-grad life:
● In asking effective questions while interviewing to 

select the right job after graduation. 

● In identifying opportunities for innovation, when starting 
a business, or working within a team. 

● In learning new skills independently after graduation, to 
keep adapting to a changing world! 



Objectives

Our specific Packback course objectives
In this class, we’re using Packback to: 

● Discuss material together in more 
detail outside class 

● Think and discuss about the 
applications of course content 

● Satisfy your curiosity! 



Course Design

How Packback discussion fits into this course

Packback Quizzes,
Tests

Course
Lecture

Proving 
Understanding 
of course 
information and 
concepts.

Analyzing, 
Evaluating, and 
Generating 
discussion into 
broader contexts.

Mastery of 
Course 

Objectives

Remembering new 
factual information 
and course 
concepts.

Packback will be used in 
this course as a way to 
integrate and apply course 
concepts.



Example

Ideally: add a supporting link



Participation requirements
& How you will be graded



Grading & Requirements

Packback is worth 10% of your final grade!
This is an important assignment, please take it seriously as it will affect your 

final grade.

It is essentially a letter grade difference, and all you have to do is post 
online. Which you are already doing elsewhere anyway.



Grading & Requirements

Participation Requirements

Weekly Deadline 
[Monday] at [11:59 PM]

What to Post  
per Deadline period 

Post 3 Questions + 
Responses (any 
combination) 

Other 
Expectations 

● Some ‘catch up’ is 
allowed, within 
reason 



Packback’s AI 
& How to check your grade



Auto-Moderation

Posts on Packback are Reviewed by AI 
Packback’s AI 
Packback’s AI “flags” posts 
that may be violating 
community guidelines. 

Posts are then reviewed by 
Packback moderators. 

Offending posts are 
Moderated and no longer 
count for credit. 

Packback’s AI flags for: 

● [ Maintain a minimum 
average curiosity score of 
50 points per week ] 

● [ Partial Credit / No Partial 
Credit ] 

Packback’s AI auto-flags for: 
● Plagiarism 

● Closed-Ended Questions (e.g. “What 
is the definition of mitosis?”) 

● Class Logistics Posts (e.g. “When is 
the next test”?) 

● Low effort / Low detail posts



Auto-Moderation

What happens if your post is moderated?

Post is “Flagged” 

If your post is “Flagged”, 
you have not yet lost points!  

At this time, your post is still 
published and still counts 
for credit.

Post is “Moderated” 

If your post is moderated, it 
is unpublished and no 
longer counts for credit. 

If your post is “Moderated”, 
you receive an email 
notifying you. 

Post is “Republished” 

From the email, you can 
“edit & re-publish” the post. 

Doing so will earn back your 
points for the post without 
penalty, so long as you edit 
before grades are entered. 



Monitor 
Progress
Track Participation
You can check your current 
participation by Deadline 
period to make sure you’ve 
earned your full points for 
the week. 

Your 
Name

Your Name

Note: If you have any 
Moderated posts, you 
can track them here!



Getting started 
& Getting help



Register

Registering for Packback
You will have received an 
invitation in your school 
email inbox.  
● Follow the instructions in the email 

to checkout and finish registration. 

● Be sure to create an account with 
the same email where you were 
sent the invitation! 
  

Don’t see it? Check Spam!

Didn’t get an email? 
● Sign up directly on Packback 

● Click “Join Community” button 

● Enter the “Community Look-Up 
Key” from our course syllabus  
○ You only need this key if you 

didn’t get the invite.



Register

Registering for Packback

community look-up key for this course is: 
08ecd4d9-dda6-4339-8cf8-2cafaeb3640d

get the access code via RedShelf link 
on BlackBoard page - fee then waived



Need Help? Email Holla@packback.co
Packback’s support team is available 7 days a week, and will help you will all 

technical issues.
 

Do NOT email me with Packback issues; their team will be able to help faster!
 

Get Help!



stuff you need

❖ textbook

Krane 3rd edition

Amazon has it

used/older edition / sharing OK

❖ calculator

basic with trig/log

graphing/etc unnecessary but fine

❖ paper & writing implement



useful things

Feyman lectures on physics
http://www.feynmanlectures.caltech.edu/info/

PH102 notes, including relativity
http://pleclair.ua.edu/ph102/Notes/

old PH253 content + notes
http://pleclair.ua.edu/PH253/

http://www.feynmanlectures.caltech.edu/info/
http://pleclair.ua.edu/ph102/Notes/
http://pleclair.ua.edu/PH253/


showing up

❖  we hope you will find some utility in the class

❖  homework/exams may rely on stuff I say in class

❖  missing an exam is bad.

  acceptable reason ... makeup or weight final



Schedule

❖  Listed in syllabus; will try to stick to it.

❖  Reading for each lecture should be obvious 

- (when it isn’t, I will post)

❖  For Friday:

skim Ch. 1

read Ch. 2 at least through 2.4

-or- read online notes from PH102



date primary topic secondary topic reading note Feynman (supplemental)

8-Jan introduction relativity http://feynmanlectures.caltech.edu
10-Jan relativity time dilation, length contraction Krane 2.1-4 v1 ch15
13-Jan relativity Lorentz transformations Krane 2.5-6
15-Jan relativity dynamics Krane 2.7-9 add / drop without W v1 ch16
17-Jan radiation origin, radiated power notes v1 ch28, 32
20-Jan NO CLASS MLK day

22-Jan radiation notes v1 ch32
24-Jan radiation why is the sky blue notes v1 ch32
27-Jan Planck blackbody radiation notes/Krane 3.1, 3.3 v1 ch 41, 42
29-Jan EXAM 1

31-Jan photoelectric effect exam review Krane 3.2
3-Feb Compton scattering Krane 3.4-6, notes
5-Feb de Broglie waves uncertainty Krane 4.1-4 v1 ch37, 38; v3 ch2
7-Feb double slit expt. propagation of uncertainty Krane 4.4-7 v1 ch37; v3 ch1, 3

10-Feb Schrodinger's equation intro Krane 5.1-3 v3 ch16
12-Feb Schrodinger's equation wavefunctions, 1D Krane 5.4
14-Feb Schrodinger's equation more 1D examples Krane 5.5-6
17-Feb semi-classical atoms Bohr-Rutherford model Krane 6.1-5
19-Feb Bohr-Rutherford model Krane 6.6-8 v3 ch19
21-Feb EXAM 2

24-Feb H atom Krane 7.1-2 v3 ch19
26-Feb H atom angular momentum Krane 7.3-5
28-Feb H atom spin Kane 7.6-8 Midterm grades due

2-Mar H atom fine structure Krane 7.9 v3 ch12
4-Mar many-electron atoms Pauli / selection rules Krane 8.1-4 v3 ch19
6-Mar many electron atoms periodic table, X-rays Krane 8.5-6
9-Mar many electron atoms

11-Mar variational method hydrogen molecule notes
13-Mar variational method diatomic molecules notes

SPRING BREAK

23-Mar molecular structure bonding, Hooke's law Krane 9.1-3 v2 ch38
25-Mar molecules molecular orbitals notes last day to drop with W v3 ch15
27-Mar EXAM 3

30-Mar intro to particle statistics fermi, boltzmann, bose Feynman v3 ch4 v2 ch40
1-Apr solid state free electron approximation Krane 11.3, notes v3 ch15
3-Apr NO CLASS Honor's day

6-Apr solid state semiconductors, insulators, metals Krane 11.4-6
8-Apr solid state semiconductors, doping Krane 11.6-7

10-Apr solid state pn diodes, transistors
13-Apr solid state information storage
15-Apr particle statistics identical particles Feynman v3 ch4
17-Apr particle statistics lasers Feynman v3 ch9 last day for exams, etc

20-Apr lasers two-level systems notes
22-Apr crystals, x-ray diffraction notes
24-Apr magnetism notes
27-Apr FINAL EXAM 8-10:30am in lecture hall



PH-ENG double major
• Open to all engineering majors!

• ECE majors need as little as 4-6 additional hours to complete 
a second major in Physics.  Also pairs well with AEM/ME and 
others.

• This combination of fundamental and applied science can be 
highly advantageous when you enter the job market. 

• Contact Dr. LeClair or Dr. Williams for more information.
❖



• Assist in an intro Physics (PH101/102/105/106/126) or 
Astronomy (AY101/102) for 3-6 hrs/week 

• Meet with the course instructor 1 hr each week for class 
preparation. 

• LAs will be paid $11/hr for 4-7hr/wk depending on the 
classes they are scheduled to assist in and their attendance.

• Contact Dr. LeClair for more information

Learning Assistant Positions 



Questions so far?



Today

❖ Relativity

❖ why do we need it?

❖ what are the basic principles?

❖ how can we find a model consistent with them?



(a)

(b)

(c)

∆x = xf − 0 = xf

(xf , yf )(xi, yi)

(0, 0) (xf , 0)

∆x
′
= ∆x

∆y
′
= 0

∆x = 10 m

y

x

xi

yi

y
′

x
′O

′

O



Notation: keeping it clear

x
frame/who
what
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frame of reference, we must be able to describe their relative motion, or how the separation between
Joe and Moe changes with time, even though we can’t speak of their absolute velocities in any sense.

Joe Moe

!vJoe !vMoe

do

Fig. 1.5 Joe and Moe running at different speeds in
the same direction. Both Joe and Moe measure the
same relative velocity with respect to each other.

Let’s say we arbitrarily choose Joe’s position at t = 0 as our reference point. It is easy then to
write down what Joe and Moe’s positions are at any later time interval � t:

xJoe = vJoe� t xMoe = d0 + vMoe� t (1.2)

We can straightforwardly write down the separation between them (their relative displacement) as
well:

�xMoe-Joe = xMoe� xJoe = d0 + vMoe� t� vJoe� t = d0 +(vMoe� vJoe)� t (1.3)

Sure enough, their relative displacement only depends on their starting separation and their relative
velocity, vMoe�vJoe. Further, both Joe and Moe would agree with this, since we could arbitrarily
choose Moe’s position at t =0 as our reference point, and we would end up with the same answer.
Since there is nothing special about either position, we can choose any point whatsoever as a refer-
ence, and wind up with the same result. We end up with the same physics no matter what reference
point we choose, which one we choose is all a matter of convenience in the end.

Choosing a coordinate system:

1. Choose an origin. This may coincide with a special point or object given in the problem
- for instance, right at an observer’s position, or halfway between two observers. Make it
convenient!

2. Choose a set of axes, such as rectangular or polar. The simplest are usually rectangular or
Cartesian x-y-z, though your choice should fit the symmetry of the problem given - if your
problem has circular symmetry, rectangular coordinates may make life difficult.

3. Align the axes. Again, make it convenient - for instance, align your x axis along a line
connecting two special points in the problem. Sometimes a thoughtful but less obvious
choice may save you a lot of math!

4. Choose which directions are positive and negative. This choice is arbitrary, in the end, so
choose the least confusing convention.

This seems simple enough, but if we think about this a bit longer, more problems arise. Who
measures the initial separation d0, Joe or Moe? Who keeps track of the elapsed time � t? Does it
matter at all, can the measurement of distance or time be affected by relative motion? Of course, the
answer is an awkward ‘yes’ or we would not dwell on this point. If we delve deeper on the problem of
relative motion, we come to the inescapable conclusion that not only is velocity a relative concept,
our notions of distance and time are relative as well, and depend on the relative motion of the
observer. In order to properly understand these deeper ramifications, however, we need to perform a
few more thought experiments.
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and unprimed on the other, we arrive the transformations between positions measured by moving
observers in their usual form:

Transformation of distance between reference frames:

x⇤ = � (x� vt) (1.37)

x = �
�
x⇤+ vt ⇤

⇥
(1.38)

Here (x, t) is the position and time of an event as measured by an observer in O stationary to
it. A second observer in O⇤, moving at velocity v, measures the same event to be at position
and time (x⇤, t ⇤).

These equations include the effects of length contraction and time dilation we have already de-
veloped, as well as including the relative motion between the observers. If we use Eqs. 1.35 and 1.36
together, we can also arrive at a more direct expression to transform the measurement times as well.
To start, we’ll take Eq. 1.37 as written, and substitute it into Eq. 1.38:

x = �
�
x⇤+ vt ⇤

⇥
(1.39)

= �
�
� (x� vt)+ vt ⇤

⇥
(1.40)

= �2x� �2vt + �vt ⇤ (1.41)

So far its a bit messy, but it will get better. Now let’s solve that for t ⇤. A handy relationship we will
make use of is

�
1� �2⇥/�2 =�v2/c2, which you should verify for yourself.

�vt ⇤ =
�
1� �2⇥x+ �2vt (1.42)

=⇥ t ⇤ = �t +
�
1� �2⇥x

�v
(1.43)

= �
⌥

t +
1� �2

�2

⇤x
v

⌅�
(1.44)

= �
 
t� vx

c2

⌦
(1.45)

And there we have it, the transformation between time measured in different reference frames. A
similar procedure gives us the reverse transformation for t in terms of x⇤ and t ⇤.

Time measurements in different non-accelerating reference frames:

t ⇤ = �
⇤

t� vx
c2

⌅
(1.46)

t = �
⇧

t ⇤+
vx⇤

c2

⌃
(1.47)

Here (x, t) is the position and time of an event as measured by an observer in O stationary to
it. A second observer in O⇤, moving at velocity v, measures the same event to be at position
and time (x⇤, t ⇤).

The first term in this equation is just the time it takes light to travel across the distance x from
point P, corrected for the effects of time dilation we now expect. The second term is new, and it
represents an additional offset between the clock on the ground and the one in the car, not just one
running slower than the other. What it means is that events seen by the girl in frame O do not happen
at the same time as viewed by the boy in O⇤!
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This is perhaps more clear to see if we make two different measurements, and try to find the
elapsed time between two events. If our girl in frame O sees one even take place at position x1 and
time t1, labeled as (x1, t1), and a second event at x2 and t2, labeled as (x2, t2), then she would say
that the two events were spatially separated by �x=x1�x2, and the time interval between them was
� t =t1�t2. If we follow the transformation to find the corresponding times that the boy observes, t ⇥1
and t ⇥2, we can also calculate the boy’s perceived time interval between the events, � t ⇥:

Elapsed times between events in non-accelerating reference frames:

� t ⇥ = t ⇥1 � t ⇥2 = ⇥
�

� t � v�x
c2

⇥
(1.48)

If observer in O stationary relative to the events (x1, t1) and (x2, t2) measures a time difference
between them of � t = t1�t2 and a spatial separation �x=x1 � x2, an observer in O⇥ measures
a time interval for the same events � t ⇥. Events simultaneous in one frame (� t = 0) are only
simultaneous in the other (� t ⇥=0) when there is no spatial separation between the two events
(�x=0).

For two events to be simultaneous, there has to be no time delay between them. For the girl to
say the events are simultaneous requires that she measure � t =0, while for the boy to say the same
requires � t ⇥ = 0. We cannot satisfy both of these conditions based on Eq. 1.48 unless there is no
relative velocity between observers (v=0), or the events being measured are not spatially separated
(�x = 0). This means two observers in relative will only find the same events simultaneous if the
events are not spatially separated! Put simply, events are only simultaneous in both reference
frames if they happen at the same spot. At a given velocity, the larger the separation between the
two events, the greater the degree of non-simultaneity. Similarly, for a given separation, the larger
the velocity, the greater the discrepancy between the two frames. This is sometimes called “failure
of simultaneity at a distance.”

In the end, this is our general formula for time dilation, including events which are spatially
separated. If we plough still deeper into the consequences of special relativity and simultaneity, we
will find that our principles of relativity have indeed preserved causality - cause always precedes
effect - it is just that what one means by “precede” depends on which observer you ask. What
relativity says is that cause must precede its effect according to all observers in inertial frames,
which equivalently prevents both faster than light travel or communication and influencing the past.

1.3.4.1 Summary of sorts: the Lorentz Transformations

We are now ready to make a summary of the relativistic transformations of time and space. Let us
consider two reference frames, O and O⇥, moving at a constant velocity v relative to one another.
For simplicity, we will consider the motion to be along the x and x⇥ axes in each reference frame, so
the problem is still one-dimensional. The observer in frame O measures an event to occur at time
t and position (x,y,z). The event is at rest with respect to the O frame. Meanwhile, the observer in
frame O⇥ measures the same event to take place at time t ⇥ and position (x⇥,y⇥,z⇥). Based on what we
have learned so far, we can write down the general relations between space and time coordinates in
each frame, known as the Lorentz transformations:

Lorentz transformations between coordinate systems:
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